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Disclaimer
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The information provided in this presentation pertaining to Unifi Group Limited, Yield Bank Limited and its subsidiaries,
(together “Yield" or the "Company"), its business assets, strategy and operations is for general informational purposes
only and is not a formal offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy any securities, options, futures, or other
derivatives related to securities in any jurisdiction and its content is not prescribed by securities laws. Information
contained in this presentation should not be relied upon as advice to buy or sell or hold such securities or as an offer to
sell such securities. This presentation does not take into account nor does it provide any tax, legal or investment
advice or opinion regarding the specific investment objectives or financial situation of any person. While the
information in this presentation is believed to be accurate and reliable, YIELD and its agents, advisors, directors,
officers, employees and shareholders make no representation or warranties, expressed or implied, as to the accuracy
of such information and YIELD expressly disclaims any and all liability that may be based on such information or errors
or omissions thereof. YIELD reserves the right to amend or replace the information contained herein, in part or entirely,
at any time, and undertakes no obligation to provide the recipient with access to the amended information or to notify
the recipient thereof.

Although we believe that our plans, intentions and expectations reflected in, or suggested by, such forward-looking
statements are reasonable, we can give no assurance that such plans, intentions or expectations will be achieved. By
their nature, forward-looking statements: (i) speak only as of the date they are made, (ii) are not guarantees of future
performance or results and (iii) are subject to risks, uncertainties and assumptions that are difficult to predict or
quantify. Therefore, actual results could differ materially and adversely from those forward-looking statements as a
result of a variety of factors. Such risks, uncertainties and other factors include, but are not limited to, (1) changes in
general and local economic, industry and business conditions and impacts of a sustained homebuilding downturn; (2)
adverse weather and other environmental conditions and natural disasters; (3) levels of indebtedness and restrictions
on the Company’s operations and activities imposed by the agreements governing the Company’s outstanding
indebtedness; (4) the Company's sources of liquidity; (5) changes in credit ratings; (6) changes in market conditions
and seasonality of the Company’s business; (7) client acquisition and client deposits; (8) competition and competitors;
(9) regional and local economic factors, including dependency on certain sectors of the economy, and employment
levels affecting offshore financial services; (10) fluctuations in interest rates and the availability of financing; (11)
changes in laws and policy; (12) operations through joint ventures with third parties; (13) government regulation,
including the discretionary powers of our regulators to remove our licenses; (14) litigation and claims; (15) levels of
competition; (16) availability and terms of financing to the Company; (17) successful identification and integration of
acquisitions; (18) significant influence of the Company’s controlling stockholders; (19) availability of net operating loss
carry forwards; (20) availability of payment provider, correspondent banks, de-risking and currency rate fluctuations;
(21) geopolitical risks, terrorist acts and other acts of war; (22) withdraws and poor loans (23) loss of key management
personnel or failure to attract qualified personnel; (24) information technology failures and data security breaches; (25)
legal claims brought against us and not resolved in our favor; (26) risks associated with cryptocurrencies; (27) reliance
on third parties; and (28) certain risks, uncertainties and other factors described in detail in the
https://docsend.com/view/s/7529dy4emmyshhrb which is expressly incorporated herein. Except as otherwise required
by applicable securities laws, we undertake no obligation to publicly update or revise any forward-looking statements,
whether as a result of new information, future events, changed circumstances or any other reason.

The information contained in this presentation is intended only for the persons to whom it is transmitted for the
purposes of evaluating the Company. The information contained in this presentation supersedes any prior presentation
or conversation concerning the Company. Any information, representations or statements not contained herein shall
not be relied upon for any purpose. Neither we nor any of our representatives shall have any liability whatsoever, under
contract, tort, trust or otherwise, to you or any person resulting from the use of the information in this presentation by
you or any of your representatives or for omissions from the information in this presentation. Additionally, the Company
undertakes no obligation to comment on the expectations of, or statements made by, third parties in respect of the
matters discussed in this presentation.

Confidentiality
This presentation is confidential and is intended, among other things, to present a general outline of the Company. The
contents are not to be reproduced or distributed to the public or press. Each person who has received a copy of this
presentation (whether or not such person purchases any securities) is
deemed to have agreed: (i) not to reproduce or distribute this presentation, in whole or in part, without the prior written
consent of the Company, other than to legal, tax, financial and other advisors on a need to know basis, (ii) if such
person has not purchased securities, to return this presentation to the Company upon its request, (iii) without the prior
written consent of the Company, not to disclose any information contained in this presentation except to the extent that
such information was (a) previously known by such person through a source (other than the Company) not bound by
any obligation to keep such information confidential, (b) in the public domain through no fault of such person, or (c)
lawfully obtained at a later date by such person from sources (other than the Company) not bound by any obligation to
keep such information confidential, and (iv) to be responsible for any disclosure of this presentation, or the information
contained herein, by such person or any of its employees, agents or representatives.
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CONCEPT

At YIELD we make DeFi accessible to
anyone thanks to an intuitive app and
web platform, where individual clients
simply deposit crypto or traditional
currencies and select the investment
fund that suits them best.
YIELD operates under a banking,
securities and asset management license
and is managed by a team of
experienced capital markets, ﬁntech,
cybersecurity and crypto professionals.
At the core of our strategy, our YLD token
allows users to boost their APY, earn
interest on their tokens, and support our
ecosystem.

www.yield.app
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MARKET POTENTIAL

The Crypto market cap is expected to
double within the next few years, from
500 billion dollars currently.

2020

www.yield.app

2021-2

With already a large percentage of
newcomers entering the space, analysts
predict that if DeFi onboards 20% of
them with a value proposition of a safe,
sound, and non-volatile investment
strategy, 100B in new money will join an
existing 100B, thus creating a baseline
potential of 200B worth of investment
capital in DeFi markets in the next year.
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DEFI’S CHALLENGES

www.yield.app

Complexity

High Fees

Fraud

Gathering data, analyzing
opportunities, managing
volatility, making quick
decisions, and navigating
between tools is no easy feat

Fees make it hard to
maximize returns,
leaving you to see DeFi
as inaccessible and
unproﬁtable.

Having your money
online comes with its
own security risks and
potential set of scams
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VALUE PROPOSITION

Our product combines two key components that
are not integrated in most DeFi applications.
A bloomberg-esque terminal on the backend with
a mobile banking application on the frontend.
YIELD is constantly monitoring and evaluating the
most proﬁtable market-neutral strategies across
the DeFi ecosystem, including liquidity mining,
arbitrage, liquidations, margin & collateralized
lending, and other income-producing strategies.
To this end, we use a highly sophisticated risk
management process, which allows us to achieve
an optimal risk/reward ratio.

www.yield.app
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“

We are building a bridge to
traditional ﬁnance and
redeﬁning how everyone sees
DeFi and Digital Banking

Tim Frost

”

Founder of YIELD
Fintech since 2014, worked with Wirex, EQIBank, QTUM, NEO, Paxful & more

www.yield.app
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PRODUCT

INTRODUCING THE YIELD APP
Banking App & Portfolio Management System
www.yield.app
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CONSUMER FACING BANKING APP

Our mobile and web apps are designed to offer the
same experience as digital banking services

Risk mitigation
Fraud protection
Insured wallets
Crypto Gateway
Debit cards
Fiat gateway
Daily interest
Easy-to-use UI

Collective Force
Capital Aggregation

www.yield.app
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PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT ENGINE

Proprietary Portfolio
Management Engine
The core of our product
combines risk mitigation, social
intelligence & analytics, smart
contract auditing and batched
transactions with full technical &
business due diligence.

www.yield.app
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BUILDING BLOCKS

The Portfolio Management Engine

Banking
Integration

The Platform

Fiat Gateway

Simple dashboard with
a user-friendly
Interface

Deposits, earnings and
withdrawals in Fiat
A debit card service to
use accumulated
funds directly
Deploy assets in sums
denominated in Fiat: No
need to convert, buy, or
sell cryptos to get started

Custom built software

Risk mitigation, social intelligence & analytics,
smart contract auditing, batched transactions and
full technical & business due diligence.
All investment options are curated and thoroughly
tested to guarantee the highest returns in a safe
and secure environment.

Regulated Off-Ramp
And gateway to Fiat
Credit card services
Savings accounts

Multi-currency wallet
Token reward tiers
In-house team of DeFi
specialists managing
strategies on behalf of
users

Security &
Contract Auditing

Exchange

Multi-Currency
Secured Wallet

Governance
Impact fund for
higher-purposed, social
impact initiatives

YLD Token
APY Boost
www.yield.app
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ROADMAP

Alpha Release

Beta Release

Web App

V1 Release

Banking

Exchange

Mobile Apps (iOS + Android)

KYC via Sumsub
Earn YLD Tokens
Alpha DeFi Investment Plan

Multiple DeFi Strategies and Investment Plans

Crypto Wallet + Portfolio Management

Partnership with Exchanges for Fiat Integration

Fiat Wallets (USD-EUR)

USDT and USDC Cryptocurrencies

Additional Assets: USDT-ESDC-ETH-DAI-BTC-WBTC

Support for Multiple Assets

Fiat Rails and Banking Correspondents
Debit Card Program
Interest Bearing Accounts

Q4 2020

www.yield.app

Q1 2021

Q2 2021
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YLD TOKEN

YLD is the gateway utility token that allows users
with registered accounts gain beneﬁts from the
loyalty and rewards program.
YIELD users can boost their APY from 12% to 20% by
holding YLD, and earn up to 10% APY on their tokens.
YLD Utility and Rewards
300M YLD maximum supply
45M YLD holding rewards
5M YLD referral rewards
Presale through TrustSwap
● $4M at $0.07/YLD, distributed
○ ⅓ on December 14, 2020
○ ⅓ on January 14, 2021
○ ⅓ on February 14, 2021
● $800K at $0.11/YLD, fully unlocked

www.yield.app
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COMMUNITY & GROWTH

Our growth: a path toward simpliﬁcation
With each successive release, we will aim to deliver an
experience targeted at an ever-wider audience. From
DeFi savvy users to casual investors, our ecosystem will
become increasingly accessible and detached from the
Crypto space, while offering additional features to evolve
into a “visionary banking” platform based on DeFi
investment solutions.
To achieve this vision, we are building the YIELD app
with our community in mind at all times. Our team is
always aware of the needs and expectations of our users,
whose feedback helps us develop a leading ﬁnancial
product.
This enables us to leverage our community’s power on
social networks through viral marketing campaigns. And
since our users are our best advocates, we will soon
launch an attractive referral program to further
accelerate our growth.
www.yield.app
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COMPETITIVE LANDSCAPE

YIELD

NEXO

BlockFi

Celsius

APY

Up to 20%

8%

8.6%

10%

DeFi / CeFi

CeFi/DeFi

CeFi

CeFi

CeFi/DeFi

Membership Token

YES

YES

NO

YES

Banking Services
& Card Program

YES

YES

NO

YES

www.yield.app
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SUPPORTING ECOSYSTEM

Investors and Partnerships

www.yield.app
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PRESALE@YIELD.APP
WWW.YIELD.APP

www.yield.app
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